WOMEN IN

With coverage, it’s definitely a lot more
intimidating or a lot harder to approach male
athletes. Sometimes I’ll go into interviews and
I don’t think they’re taking me seriously. But
once I bring up information from research I’ve
done about their team or their record it seems
like they take me a lot more seriously.”

Representing women
in sports is important
because it shows
that we take sports
seriously too, and that
we can do really well
in our chosen sport.”

ANNA JEROLIMOV (11)

I felt different because I was a
girl that enjoyed sports. As I got
older, I came to realize that it’s not
weird or different to enjoy sports as
a girl; sports are just something that
anybody can enjoy and it doesn’t say
anything about your gender.”

VIVIAN ONG (10)

SOPHIA CHEN (12)

My favorite part [of
being on Girls Volleyball]
is probably meeting
so many people
who I wouldn’t talk
to normally and
bonding with them.”

EVELYN XIE (10)

GET IN TROUBLE
GOOD TROUBLE

[G]

NECESSARY TROUBLE
— JOHN LEWIS

WHAT IS THE WOMEN IN SPORTS GAME AND
HOW WAS IT BROUGHT TO MONTA VISTA?
[A]

[B]

[A] SERVING SLAM Girls Tennis Captain Mukta Uparkar (12) hits a serve close to
the alley. With teammates covering their line, doubles players could get a better
angle on their opponents standing further back. Photo by Michelle Zheng

[C]
[D]

[E]

[B] PASS IT LIKE YOU MEAN IT Junior Justine Garcia takes the ball from
Cupertino High School opponents and shifts the play to be more offensive as she
looks for an opportunity to pass or shoot. Photo by Sophia Cheng
[C] ON THE READY Senior Hannah Baker lowers herself to a crouching stance
to set up a shot in which she picks up her opponent and scores two points.
Wrestlers start close to the ground to maintain both offensive and defensive
stances during matches. Photo by Anna Jerolimov
[D] GO IN FOR THE STEAL Junior Lauren McMillion channels the opponent
during the Field Hockey Senior Night, staying close for an opportunity to get the
ball into her possession to jab with her left arm. Photo by Marvin Wu
[E] BLOCK! Girls Water Polo captains Mira Wagner (11) and Sophia Fu (12) raise
their hands up in the air to block the ball as the opponent from Santa Clara looks
to score a goal. The Girls Water Polo Team won against SCHS with a score of 12
to 4, marking their last home game of the season. Photo by Marvin Wu
[F] LIKE A BUTTERFLY Girls Varsity swimmer Davina Huang (9) takes a breath
in her 100-yard Butterfly during the second League meet of the season against
Gunn High School. Photo by Marvin Wu
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[F]

[G] PASS IT LIKE YOU MEAN IT Junior
Varshini Peddinti runs past a defending
opponent from Mountain View High
School. MVHS beat Mountain View 6039 in this celebratory game, contributing
to its 12-0 league record. Photo by
Marvin Wu
[H] HALF-TIME ENCOURAGEMENT
Cheerleaders Seo-Eun Kim (12) and
Mihret Tesfaye (10) perform their
routine for the crowd during half-time,
wearing the themed T-shirts. These
complementary T-shirts were given to
the first 200 attendees at the game.
Photo by Marvin Wu
OPENING SPEECH Before the start of
the game, Girls Basketball coach Sara
Borelli gives a speech on the origin of the
annual MVHS Women in Sports games
and introduces the meaning behind the
game’s theme from Civil Rights Activist
John Lewis. Photo by Marvin Wu

[H]

It’s a day done nationally to promote girls sports. We started
about four or five years ago and [since then] I’ve been seeing
more and more people post about National Girls and Women’s
Sports Day. Mr. Bonacorsi got an email for it and they were
publicizing it through the NCAA. He brought it to my attention
and asked if we wanted to do something for it, so that’s where
it got started. Last year we weren’t able to do it because of
COVID. And we’re glad we were still able to do it this year.”

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE THE JOHN LEWIS QUOTE?
Mr. Bonacorsi and I always collaborate on what we want. And
that quote really resonates with me because when I had first
heard it, it was just something that stuck with me and I thought
it would be good for Girls and Women in Sports Night because
we’re constantly trying to fight for change and it necessitates
people making trouble, good trouble, necessary trouble, in
order for change to happen. And if you look at everything that’s
historically been changed, somebody has started that by doing
something and by challenging the status quo.”

GIRLS BASKETBALL COACH

SARA BORELLI

WINTER
WOMEN IN SPORTS
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